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Welcome to Techdrives.  here you will find a reliable
source of essential components for machine builders
in the uK and ireland.  These are high quality prod-
ucts from established manufacturers where we have
a long relationship.  Sales are supported by knowl-
edgable and experienced engineers, by our parent
company lenze ltd and a two year warranty.

You can buy Techdrives products as single compo-
nents, often from stock, or as part of a package solu-
tion.  Special designs can be offered for higher value
business.  contact our bedford sales operation for
more information.  Techdrives products are also avail-
able through selected sales partners, details on 
request.
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AC & DC linear actuators.
Screw jacks & ball screw jacks
Servo driven actuators
Ball screws

4-5Panasonic 3-series small AC geared motors. 
MINAS brushless geared motors
A4 & A5 series servo motors & drives
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Jaw, all-metal, metal disc, barrel gear & 
rubber disc shaft couplings.
Single, double & telescopic universal joints.  
Shaft collars & rigid couplings joints.
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Panasonic 3-series is a range of compact geared motors in the power
range 6 to 90W that are quiet running and reliable. They have short
lead times across a wide range of ratios and worldwide approvals
ce/ul/cul/ccc. Single phase models suit fixed speed applications
on light duty machinery, particularly small conveyors.   Three phase
models suit fixed speed or inverter variable speed operation. Small-
est sizes have a cable connection.  from 60W alternatives of square
and flanged gearboxes are possible.

brake geared motors are designed for holding duties.  low cost Qr
quick reversing models have a constant friction braking system.
brake geared motors have a spring applied brake.

Powers 6 to 90W in 6 steps

nominal output speeds 0.7 to 500 r/min in 23 steps

output torques up to 29.4nm

SMALLGEAREDMOTORS

3-SERIES GEARED MOTORS
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MINAS BRUSHLESS GEARED MOTORS

new Panasonic minaS brushless drives are particularly eco-
nomic and compact with single phase input and iP65 motor pro-
tection.  also models are available for 24V dc supply. 1% speed
holding accuracy is available over a 1:133 range.

minas gV is a general purpose drive with a wide range of avail-
able gearboxes.  minaS gP is a variant for 4 point positioning.
minaS KV features a servo-style motor for low-end servo 
applications and ideal for stepper motor upgrades.

minaS gV for powers 50 to 130W, output speeds 1.5
to 1300r/min and 1:133 speed range.

minaS gP for powers 50 to 130W with accurate 
4-point positioning.

minaS gV & gP 24V dc 50W, output speeds 1.5 to
1000 r/min, 1:133 speed range, for cases where an ac
supply cannot be used.

minaS KV for powers 50 to 750W with servo-style
motor, 100 to 4000 r/min continuous.

1-phase models 6 to 90W

Supply 230V + 10%, 50hz

enclosure iP54 (25 to 90W), iP65 on request

3-phase models 25 to 90W

400V + 10%, 50hz for fixed speeds

230V + 10%, 50hz for inverter drives

enclosure iP54, iP65 on request

Braked motors 6 to 90W

Quick reversing 230V + 10% 1 phase 50hz

brake motors 1- and 3-phase supply

enclosure iP44 (25 to 90W)
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MINAS SERVO MOTORS AND DRIVES

The Panasonic servo range with four available versions gives
you the ultimate choice for compact, high performance and
economic small drive systems.  encoders with up to 1.04 mil-
lion pulses allow precise position control.  drives have an
ultra-high response frequency and the option of Safe Torque
off to Pl-d.  Synchronous servo motors are compact with low
inertias.  approvals include cul and cSa.

four drive variants - ethercaT, analogue 
control, pulse following and positioning applications.  

Powers 50W to 1.5kW in 7 steps, higher powers on 
request.

matched motors & drives

SERVOSYSTEMS

MINAS SERVO SYSTEMS

Planetary geared motors with exact ratio gearheads from 3
to 50 offer torque increases for slower drive requirements.
Vogel mPl gearboxes are standard with backlash of 10-15
arcmins.  other models for lower backlash can be supplied
for reversing drives.  

ethercaT is a fast and reliable real-time bus that is an 
economical solution for multi-axis drive networks.  Two 
controllers are offered to go with the a5 ethercaT drives
giving simpler machine builds and easy comissioning up to
32 axes.

Planetary geared motors 200W to 1.5kW with rated
torques to 170nm, speeds 60 to 1000r/min.

lenze 3200 c or Trio mc4n Plc motion controllers
for multi-axis systems.

options available to create the complete servo system in-
clude gearheads, cables, rfi filters and i/o interface boards.
Panaterm software for parameterisation, monitoring and 
diagnostics is free of charge.



ALL METAL COUPLINGS

Jaw couplings are simple and economic designs that accept
moderate misalignment and are electrically insulating.  
oldham couplings with acetal or nylon elements suit small 
machinery.  curved jaw couplings have industry standard

dimensions and different grades of polyurethane element to
vary stiffness.  lovejoy straight jaw couplings also have 
different grades of element and can be particulary economic
with standard bore sizes.

oldham couplings, torques 0.68 to 43nm, 
shafts 4 to 30mm.

curved jaw couplings types gr, geSm, geSa,
torques 1 to 1465nm, shafts 5 to 90mm.

lovejoy straight jaw couplings type l, torques 0.4 to
660nm, shafts 4 to 60 mm.

all metal couplings are backlash free with variable levels of
torsional stiffness.  beam designs are one piece miniature
couplings in alloy or stainless steel.  bellows couplings are
constructed in alloy and stainless steel giving very high

torsional stiffness which suits tacho and encoder drives.
Simplaflex spring couplings are highly robust and deliver high
torques with high misalignment capacity and small
dimensions.

METAL DISC COUPLINGS

monninghoff metal disc couplings are backlash free and have
high torsional stiffness.  The three models mini-Servoflex, 
Servoflex and arcoflex range from miniature to heavy duty.  a
wide range of options includes single flexing models, shaft

connections without keyways and spacer versions up to 6m
long.  These metal disc couplings are maintenance free and
can be used at elevated temperatures.

beam couplings type mW, torques 0.4 to 5nm, 
shafts 3 to 12mm.

bellows couplings type mbc, torques 2.5 to 45nm,
shafts 3 to 25mm.

Simplaflex spring couplings, torques 2.5 to 900nm,
shafts 3 to 75mm

mini-Servoflex couplings type 328, torques 1 to 25nm,
shafts 4 to 24mm.

Servoflex couplings type 318, torques 35 to 500nm,
shafts 8 to 55mm.

arcoflex couplings type 314, torques 800 to 23000nm,
shafts 30 to 150mm.

SHAFTCOUPLINGS AND UNIVERSAL JOINTS
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SPRING APPLIED BRAKES
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JAW TYPE COUPLINGS



UNIVERSAL JOINTS

barrel gear couplings have a nylon sleeve and cast iron
hubs.  They are ideal for designs that require blind assembly.  
monninghoff hexaflex rubber disc couplings are robust,
backlash free and torsionally soft. Spacer versions are
available up to 3m long.

The blueline marine couplings are based on the hexaflex
design with stainless steel construction and easy mounting.

barrel gear couplings, torques 10 to 700nm in 10
sizes, shafts 10 to 80mm.

hexaflex rubber disc couplings type 313, torques
100 to 2250nm in 6 sizes, shafts 16 to 95mm.

blueline marine propellor shaft couplings, 100 to
2000nm in 6 sizes, shafts 20 to 70mm.

universal joints transmit torque through high angles up to 45o

a single joint cannot accept parallel or axial misalignment
and gives an output with fluctuating speed.  double joints can

give smooth running between two parallel shafts.  Telescopic
joints suit static adjustment of shaft positions.  Stainless steel
versions are available for most sizes.

COLLARS ANDRIGID COUPLINGS

ruland shaft collars are precision machined to provide ac-
curate stops and locations.  construction is in alloy or stain-
less steel with one-piece split or two-piece designs. 

rigid joints connect shafts of equal diameter rigidly and with-
out backlash.  construction is in steel or stainless steel with
one-piece split or two-piece designs.

Single universal joints types g and h, 
shafts 6 to 50mm.

double universal joints types gd and hd, 
shafts 6 to 50mm.

Telescopic universal joints types ga and ha, 
shafts 6 to 50mm, lengths up to 3m

Shaft collars type mcl one-piece and mSP two-
piece, shafts 3 to 50mm

rigid couplings type mclX one-piece and mSPX
two-piece, shafts 6 to 50mm

SHAFTCOUPLINGS AND UNIVERSAL JOINTS

7

OTHER SHAFT COUPLINGS
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linear actuators convert electrical energy to linear movement
in a clean and controllable way.  acme screw models suit 15%
duty, ball screw models up to 100%.  motors can be dc, ac
or servo, fitted with brakes for higher linear speeds.  mount-
ing brackets, integrated stroke limit switches, bellows, posi-
tion feedback and other options are readily available.

lmr light duty actuators 50 to 5000n
aTl acme thread actuators 50 to 350000n
cla with built-in limit switches 50 to 25000n
bSa ball screw actuators 50 to 123000n
uba ‘u’ configuration for 

higher speeds 40 to 875mm/s
Tma Solar tracking actuators 1 to 200kn
ila heavy duty actuators 1 to 200kn

Strokes 50 to 1500mm

ball screw systems consisting of a ball screw and a ball nut
achieve linear motion with high precision and/or high
speeds.  efficiency is high at about 90% and ambient 
temperatures up to 110 degrees are possible.

Servomech manufacture the screws and nuts in-house at
their factory on modern machine tools to exacting stan-
dards of precision.  complete control allows specials and
short lead times to be offered.

Screw diameters 16 to 100mm
Screw lengths up to 5.7m
linear speeds up to 2m/s
accuracy grades  7 to 3
made to din 69051 & iSo 3408

LINEARMOTION
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LINEAR ACTUATORS

linear-mech and Servomech are partner companies.  The
linear-mech range covers the smaller dc actuators and
servo driven actuators.  Servomech manufacture the larger
actuators, screw jacks and ball screws.  These linear motion
products are made to order from a  standard catalogue range.
Special designs are possible for volume applications.

We aim to make the selection and ordering process easy.
from your data we make a preliminary selection and check
it with the factory.  Subsequently our proposal will be tech-
nically correct to suit the speeds, forces, accuracy, duty
cycle and lifetime you require.

BALL SCREWS
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SCREW JACKS

SJ general purpose jacks 0.5 to 100 tonne, 
travelling screw & travelling nut

ma high efficiency jacks 0.5 to 35 tonne, 
travelling screw & travelling nut

ma bS travelling ball screw patented design for 
high efficiency 0.5 to 35 tonne.

ma bS travelling ball nut designs for up to 100% 
& SJ bS duty 0.5 to 40 tonne

hS high speed ball screw jacks for linear 
speeds up to 1m/s, 1 to 20 tonne

SERVO DRIVEN ACTUATORS

The packaged designs of Sa servo driven actuators offers
major advantages in applications previously run with pneu-
matic and hydraulic cylinders.  They are clean and can re-
duce energy requirements by up to 90%.  control of the
speed profile and positioning accuracy is easier to achieve.

Sa il in-line design of servo motor and ball screw
Sa Pd ball screw with parallel mounted servo motor

Speeds 50 to 1500 mm/s
forces 100 to 40000n
Strokes 50 to 1500mm

Sa actuators have standard cylinder footprints.  They consist
of an internal precision ball screw driven by a braked servo
motor.  limit switches, high quality bearings and seals are fit-
ted.  actuators are built to order to suit the speeds, forces and
strokes required.  Servo drives andposition controllers are
available.
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Servomech SJ and ma screw jacks use acme threads for
medium to high forces and strokes from 100mm up to 6m.
linear speeds are usually low and duty cycles up to 40%
are possible.  The two main variants are travelling nut and
travelling screw and inputs can be free shafts of mo-
torised.  a wide range or options includes limit switches,
safety nuts and wear monitors.

ball screws jacks have high efficiency for reduced power
requirements and high linear speeds.  duty cycles up to
100% are possible.  hS high speed jacks can be supplied
with servo motor and controller.  multi-jack lifting systems
with motors, gearboxes and shaft couplings can be sup-
plied.



SIGNAL LIGHTS AND BEACONS

Patlite signal towers use led lighting that gives high visibil-
ity, very low energy consumption and is maintenance free.
models are available with 1 to 5 colours, base or pole mount 

with optional buzzer alarm, enclosure iP67 and diameters
from 25 to 100mm.  also available are wall mounted, 25mm
diameter super-slim towers and models with voice 
annunciators.

Type lce signal towers 40mm diameter
Type lu5 modular signal towers 50mm
Type lme signal towers 60mm
Type lu7 modular signal towers 70mm
Type lS7 70mm towers with iP67 enclosure
Type We wall mounted signal towers

Signal lights are non-rotating warning displays with optional
sound alarm and led bulbs.  They are maintenance free with
enclosures up to iP65. The new ne-cl7 features 7 colours
in a single body.

rotating beacons use a mirror reflection system to give extra
visibility indoors or outdoors, bulbs are maintenance free
leds and enclosure is up to iP66.

LIGHT BARS AND VOICE ANNUNCIATORS

led light bars are machine lighting that is cool  running,
energy efficient and bright without glare.  They suit use in
confined spaces and wet areas as enclosure is up to iP69K
and supply is 24V dc. led spotlights are also available.

Voice annunciators deliver pre-recorded alarm sounds or
voice messages at up to 87 db.  Signal towers with voice 
annunciators are also available.

Types ne,Pe, Khe signal lights with flashing or contin-
uous illumination, diameters 57 to 100mm.

Types rle, rKe, rfT, rlr, Wh rotating beacons,
four optional colours and audible alarm/annunciator,
diameters 82 to 162 mm.

Types cla, cWa and clK light bars and work lights
up to 1500mm long giving 1700 lux at 500mm.

Type bSV voice annunciator programmed by Sd card
for up to 60s voice message at 87db

SIGNALLING AND LIGHTBARS
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SIGNAL TOWERS
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low backlash planetary gearheads are easily adapted to
servo motors.  They are compact with low inertia and offer
ratios 3 to 100 with low backlash.  matching synchronous and
asynchronous motors are available.

Servo hypoid bevel gearheads give a high precision right
angle connection with low backlash.  a planetary gear stage
can be added to achieve higher ratios.

Servo planetary types mPr, mPg for torques 20-
1000nm, ratios 3 to 100.

low cost planetary type mPl for torques 15 to 400nm,
ratios 3 to 100.

Servo hypoid gearheads SK for torques 40 to 150nm,
ratios 3 to 10.

Servo hypoid gearheads SKP with planetary 
stage, torques 70 to 550nm, ratios 12 to 100

Spiral bevel gearboxes are right angle designs with multiple
shaft options for torques 10 to 8500nm.  They have high 
efficiency and low backlash.

bevel helical gearboxes are highly efficient, compact and
have low backlash suiting them to servo and reversing drives.
male or  hollow shaft outputs available.

industrial planetary gearboxes are robust suiting general 
duties with free shaft or motorised input.  Specials up to 
150 knm are available.

rack & pinion systems combine a Vogel mPr planetary
gearbox with precision ground rack for very low backlash.
rack lengths 0.5 to 2m can be combined for long strokes.

Spiral bevel gearboxes types K, l  for torques 10 to 
8500nm, ratios 0.5 to 6.

hollow shaft spiral bevel gearboxes type h for torques
10 to 8500nm.

bevel helical gearboxes KS, KSh for torques 100 to
12800nm, ratios 6 to 48.

industrial planetary type P, mP for torques 600 to
50000nm, ratios 3.4 to 1575.

rack & pinion systems for axial forces 2000 to 16000n

PRECISIONGEARBOXES

SERVO GEARHEADS

MECHANICAL GEARS

INDUSTRIAL GEARS



PROJECT SPRING APPLIED BRAKES

inTorQ are a world leader in spring applied brakes manufac-
turing more than 500,000/year.  These standard brakes are
readily available and give a highly reliable  braking torque when
power is removed. release is by applying a dc voltage from 12
to 205V.

a wide range of standard options includes  manual release, 
microswitches and rectifiers. inTorQ spring applied brakes
give safe  stopping & holding worldwide on brake motors,
hoists, lifts, wind turbines and theatre equipment. 

bfK 457  simple pre-assembled brakes 
with torques 0.12 to 125nm   

bfK 458  modular spring applied brakes with many 
options 2 to 600nm

bfK 468 multi-pole high torque spring applied brakes  
100 to 2400nm

The inTorQ range includes brakes designed for specific mar-
ket segments, for example lifts, servo motors, wind turbines
and dockside cranes. Special designs can be considered for
volume applications.

multi-coil caliper brakes suit brake discs up to 600mm diame-
ter.  other brakes with high enclosure suit ccV (cold climate
conditions) with temperatures down to -40oc.

bfK 466 multi-pole spring applied calipers suiting 
torques up to 10000nm.

bfK 461 iP65 enclosed brakes for torques 4 to 46nm

bfK470/ medium to large brakes with iP66 enclosure
471 35 to 1500nm

14.105 electromagnetic clutches for rate torques 7.5
to 480nm and shaft sizes 10 to 70mm.

14.115 electromagnetic brakes with same torques &
bore sizes

Standard voltage: 24dc, specials on request
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STANDARD SPRING APPLIED BRAKES

CLUTCHES AND BRAKES

POWER ON CLUTCHES AND BRAKES

These inTorQ clutches and brakes are engaged by applica-
tion of dc current.  They give a reliable and stable torque in
dry operating conditions.  engagement is usually done dynam-
ically.

clutches split or disconnect drives and both flange and bearing
mounted models are available.  all models are backlash free
and have low wear rates and maintenance requirements.
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TOOTH CLUTCHES AND BRAKES

mechanical locking bushes give a keyless connection 
between shaft and hub that can be adjusted radially and 
axially, also that can be dismantled and re-used.  multiple
bolts create a connection that is economic and backlash
free.   

Tollok are established experts in this field, manufacturing 
24 different ranges to suit standard and niche 
applications, also specials.  main models and their features
are described in the Quick Selector on our website.

Main models

TlK110   6 to 130mm, suits hubs with small diameters 
TlK130/131  20 to 180mm, general purpose
TlK200  20 to 900mm, industry standard dimensions
TlK300  6 to 540mm, locking rings 
TlK350  6 to 50mm, fewer screws for easy mounting
TlK400/450  25 to 400mm, heavy duty bushes
TlK600 series  12 to 620mm, shrink disc couplings

TOOTHCLUTCHES, LOCKING BUSHES

TOLLOK MECHANICAL  LOCKING BUSHES

monninghoff tooth clutches transmit high torques through the
electromagnetic engagement of drive teeth.  engagement is
done at standstill or low speed, release can be at any speed.
Special tooth forms are available, for example to synchronise  

input to output or to act as sensitive torque limiters.  operation
is by dc voltage or up to 6 bar pressure for the pneumatic
models.  Spring applied clutches are released by dc voltage.
high torque clutches  have 24V dc actuation and suit 
power take offs and wet/dirty environments.
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546, 550 electromagnetic tooth clutches 20 to 2200nm
543, 544 large tooth clutches 320 to 16000nm
549 blacklash free clutches 25 to 600nm
547 spring applied clutches 100 to 1600nm
560 tooth brakes 20 to 2200nm
675 pneumatic tooth clutches 80 to 2200nm
450 high torque friction clutch 400-2000nm
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BALL AND ROLLER DESIGNS

cominTec torque limiters prevent machine damage and
costly-downtime in cases where an accidental overload oc-
curs.  They limit the maximum load from the drive and can act
as a clutch to disconnect.

ball and roller designs are sensitive and accurate in release
torques.  They are mechanically adjustable and axial move-
ment on overload allows proximity switch selection.  
a wide range of models suits most machinery.

Type edf/f low cost ball torque limiters, torques 7
to 1450nm.

Type dSS ball torque limiters, general purpose &
sensitive, 2 to 2050nm.

Type dSr/f roller torque limiters, can synchronise
input to output, 10 to 12000nm

friction torque limiters are simple and low cost devices for the
protection of machinery and tooling.  on overload they slip
whilst continuing to transmit torque.

df models are designed for offset drives by chain, belt of gear.
assemblies with torsionally soft and torsionally rigid flexible
couplings are available for in-line drives.

BACKLASH FREE TORQUE LIMITERS

backlash free torque limiters suit precision machinery, servo
and reversing drives.  There are two spring variants, Positive
springs have normal action and sensitivity.  negative springs
have force that reduces on overload giving extra sensitivity.  

The free release version dSS/Sg/rf remains disconnected
after the drive is stopped and needs manual reset.  Shaft con-
nections without keyways and backlash free couplings are
available.

Type df friction torque limiters, torques 1 to 23000nm.

Type df/Tac, df/gaS and df/gec versions with
flexible couplings for in-line drives.

Type dSS/Sg backlash free ball designs, positive or
negative spring profiles, 5 to 750nm.

Type dSS/Sg/rf backlash free with free rotation, 10
to 1200nm

TORQUE LIMITERS

FRICTION TORQUE LIMITERS
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for your complete drive and automation solution talk to us
about the lenze range.  We can work with you to create 
innovative machine designs from the first idea through to 
support in the field.

Wide ranging products start with iPc and Plc controls with
options for visualisation and i/o.  inverter and servo drives are
matched with geared motors from 6W to 45kW.

our experienced engineers and interactive sizing software
make it easy for you.  lenze Systems can give you software
writing and panel design/build.

See www.lenze.com

Pneumatic actuation of these torque limiters gives the advan-
tage of control and the ability to disengage.  release torque is
proportional to air pressure so multi-level torque limiting is 

possible.  roller models synchronise input to output at 360o

or at a fraction of a revolution. friction models can act as
clutches or tensioning devices.

Type dSr/f/aP pneumatic roller type torque limiter, 
7 to 30000nm.

Type dSf/Tf/aP pneumatic friction type torque limiter,
3 to 875 nm.

Pr torque limiters mount to the input of efficient gearboxes to
give cost-effective protection.  
axial force limiters trip when an adjustable pre-set force is ex-
ceeded in either tension or compression.  They particularly suit
torque arm mounting and reciprocating drives.

The new dSm torque limiter save a modular design that
allows easy adjustment and free rotation after overload.
They have a high speed rating of 3000r/min.

Type Pr b5 mounted limiters for gearboxes, 
3 to 720nm.

Type dSa axial force limiters, three sizes for forces 
25 to 4700n.

Type dSm high torque modular torque limiters, 
200 to 9000nm

OTHER TORQUE LIMITERS

PNEUMATIC DESIGNS
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